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US MILITARY PLANS TO "OWN THE WEATHER" BY 2025

Ab s t r a c t : In 2025, US aerospace forces can "own the
weather" by capitalizing on emerging technologies and
focusing development of those technologies to warfight-

ing applications.  Such a capability offers the warfighter tools to
shape the battlespace in ways never before possible.  It provides
opportunities to impact operations across the full spectrum of
conflict and is pertinent to all possible futures.  The purpose of
this paper is to outline a strategy for the use of a future weather
modification system to achieve military objectives rather than to
provide a detailed technical road map.

A high-risk/high-reward endeavor, weather modification offers
a dilemma not unlike the splitting of the atom.  While some seg-
ments of society will always be reluctant to examine controver-
sial issues such as weather modification, the tremendous military
capabilities that could result from this field are ignored at our
own peril.  From enhancing friendly operations or disrupting
those of the enemy via small-scale tailoring of natural weather
patterns, to complete dominance of global communications and
counter-space control, weather modification offers the warfighter
a wide range of possible options to defeat or coerce an adversary.

Technology advancements in five major areas are necessary
for an integrated weather modification capability:  (1) advanced
nonlinear modeling techniques, (2) computational capability, (3)
information gathering and transmission, (4) a global sensor array,
and (5) weather intervention techniques.  Some intervention tools
exist today and others may be developed and refined in the
future.

Current technologies which will mature over the next thirty
years will offer anyone who has the necessary resources the abili-
ty to modify weather patterns and their corresponding effects, at
least on the local scale.  Current demographic, economic, and
environmental trends will create global stresses that provide the
impetus necessary for many countries or groups to turn this
weather modification ability into a capability.  In the US, weather
modification will likely become a part of national security policy

with both domestic and international applications.  Our govern-
ment will pursue such a policy, depending on its interests, at vari-
ous levels.  These levels could include:  unilateral actions, partic-
ipation in a security framework such as NATO, membership in
an international organization such as the UN, or participation in a
coalition.  

Assuming that in 2025 our national security strategy includes
weather modification, its use in our national military strategy will
naturally follow.  Besides the significant benefits an operational
capability would provide, another motivation to pursue weather
modification is to deter and counter potential adversaries.

In this paper we show that appropriate application of weather
modification can provide battlespace dominance to a degree
never before imagined.  In the future, such operations will
enhance air and space superiority and provide new options for
battlespace shaping and battlespace awareness.  The technology
is there, waiting for us to pull it all together; in 2025 we can "own
the weather". 

A u t h o r ( s ) : Ronald J. Celentano; Tamzy J. House (Faculty
Advisor); David Mark Husband; Ann E. Mercer; James B. Near
(Faculty Advisor); James E. Pugh; William B. Shields
(Source:  Intelligence, no. 93, 15 February 1999; from the paper,
"2025:  Weather as a Force Multipler", presented by military per -
sonnel to the US Air Force in August 1996)

MIND-CONTROL SLAVERY & THE NEW WORLD ORDER

Dear Duncan:  In your last editorial [NE X U S 6/02], you
wrote:  "I need to say a few words about Uri Dowbenko's
article on NWO Mind Control.  The subject is not pleas-

ant; in fact, I had to do some serious soul-searching about
whether I should publish such material...  I decided to publish,
but have still had to edit it heavily.  You will all probably flinch
and ask yourselves whether it could possibly be true." 

Two years ago, someone anonymously sent me a copy of
TranceFormation of America [see review, NEXUS 3/04], pre-
sumably because I had a fairly high profile locally as a human

rights activist with Amnesty International.
Despite my daily exposure to information
about genocide, torture and other gross
human rights violations, Cathy O'Brien's
story made me feel literally sick to the
stomach.  I would go as far as to caution
sensitive individuals against reading the
book, as the information becomes lodged
in the emotional body and is extremely dif-
ficult to integrate.  

Like you, I went through a process of
soul- and Internet-searching to determine
whether the book had any basis in fact or
was just a sick fantasy.  A search engine
led me to an article by Kathleen Sullivan,
that included her e-mail address, and I got
in touch with her.  It turned out that not
only had she been through a similar experi-
ence to O'Brien, but she knew both her and
co-author/'de-programmer' Mark Phillips.
My extensive personal correspondence
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with Kathleen over the past two years has confirmed beyond any
doubt that she is speaking the truth.  

Kathleen acknowledges that the deliberate and systematic frag-
mentation of her mind that she experienced during the horror of
her 'training' sometimes makes it difficult for her to discern fact
from fiction in her recall of past events.  Fortunately she has
been gifted with an incredible strength of will that has enabled
her to conduct a rigorous and ongoing psychological self-exami-
nation and become a source of sup-
port to other mind-control victims
and their families.  (See <http://parc-
vramc.tierranet.com>.) 

Researching the mind-control
issue is l ike opening the lid of
Pandora's box.  As Uri said in his
excellent article, to create Multiple
Personality Disorder by conscious
intent is nothing less than a depraved
atrocity.  To realise that respected
public figures are capable of such
evil, forces one to question the very
basis of one's worldview.  As the
John Lohengard character said in the
fictional conspiracy TV series, Dark
Skies:  "There's another reality out there that most people never
find out about.  But when you see it, it changes you forever."  

Mind-control programming is an extremely disturbing symp-
tom of our dysfunctional society.  If elements of the power elite
can perpetrate these kinds of abuses on children and other inno-
cent people and get away with it, something is seriously wrong
with the way our society works.  In my view, the challenge of
our time is to (i) educate ourselves about the underlying causes
of our social, political, economic and environmental problems,
(ii) build a strong grassroots resistance movement to halt the
slide towards global totalitarianism, and (iii) develop a viable
strategy for creating a society that is just, genuinely democratic
and ecologically sound.  

My personal contribution to this effort—motivated in part by
the information that Kathleen has shared with me—has been to
set up a London Human Rights Forum.  This was launched on 15
February with a talk by Susan George (a leading campaigner
against the Multilateral Agreement on Investment) on "How
Corporate Globalisation Destroys Human Rights".  (For further
information about the London Human Rights Forum, see
<http://privatewww.essex.ac.uk/~mmollm/lhrf.htm>.) 

As Susan made clear, the rise to power of the transnational
corporations and financial speculators in the increasingly glob-
alised capitalist economy is one of the main underlying causes of
human rights violations and environmental destruction.  I'd like
to draw your readers' attention to three initiatives that aim to
arrest this new imperialism.  

The Inter-Continental Caravan is a project that was conceived
in India by the Karnataka State Farmers Association (KRRS), a
Gandhian movement committed to non-violent civil disobedi-
ence against corporate power.  With the help of the People's
Global Action network, 500 activists from India and other coun-
tries in the south will travel around Europe in a convoy of buses

during May/June to express their opposition to the TNCs and
financial institutions.  (See <http://stad.dsl.nl/~caravan>.) 

Timed to coincide with the start of the G8 summit of world
leaders in Köln, Germany, and the end of the Inter-Continental
Caravan, 18 June 1999 has been declared "a day of protest,
action and carnival in financial centres across the globe".  

To quote the publicity material for the event:  "If you say the
organisation of society and its domination by unaccountable

tyrannies is improper and unjust...you
have to consider what the alterna-
tives are and how you move towards
them.  And those are not trivial mat-
ters; they require organised popular
movements which think things
through, which debate, which act,
which experiment, which try alter-
natives, which develop the seeds of
the future in the present society."
(See <http://www.gn.apc.org/
june18>.)

The Citizens Public Trust Treaty
is a proposed United Nations
General Assembly Resolution
designed to counteract corporate

globalisation.  It states:  "We call upon the nations of the world
to ensure the rights of present and future generations to genuine
peace, social justice and ecological integrity by implementing the
principles of this Treaty."  To read the document and sign the
petition, see <http://www.gn.apc.org/negreens/cptt.htm>.  

Finally, a plug for my article, "Y2K in Context", available on
<http://www.provide.net/~aelewis/y2ko/y2ko_504.htm>, which
attempts to relate the "millennium bomb" to some of the issues
touched on above.  

Bravo for having the courage to print Uri's important article.  
Paul Swann, Director, London Human Rights Forum, 14

Beacon Hill, London N7 9LY, United Kingdom, e-mail
<pswann@easynet.co.uk>

US NAVY'S POLITICAL ASSASSINATIONS PROGRAM 

AU S Navy psychologist has admitted at a NATO confer-
ence to the existence of a training program for killers.
Lieutenant Commander Thomas Narut, stationed at the

US Regional Medical Center in Naples, Italy, claims that the
Office of Naval Intelligence has taken convicted murderers from
military prisons, used behaviour modification techniques on
them, and then relocated them in American embassies throughout
the world.  

Dr Narut divulged the information at an Oslo NATO confer-
ence of 120 psychologists from the 11-nation alliance.  Just prior
to that time, the US Senate Intelligence Committee had censured
the CIA for its global political assassination plots, including plots
against Fidel Castro.  

According to Dr Narut, the US Navy was an excellent place
for researchers to find "captive personnel" whom they could use
as guinea pigs in experiments.  The Navy provided all the fund-
ing necessary, he said.   

In a question-and-answer session with reporters from many
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n a t i o n s , Dr Narut revealed how the US Navy was secretly pro-
gramming large numbers of assassins.  He said that the men he
had worked with for the Navy were being prepared for comman-
do-type operations as well as covert operations in US embassies
worldwide.  He described the men who went through his pro-
gram as "hit men and assassins" who could kill on command.  

Careful screening of the subjects was accomplished by Navy
psychologists through the military records, and those who actual-
ly received assignments where their training could be utilised
were drawn mainly from submarine crews and paratroops, and
many were convicted murderers serving military prison sen-
tences.  Several men who had been awarded medals for bravery
were drafted into the program.  

The assassins were conditioned through "audiovisual desensiti-
sation".  The process involved the showing of films of people
being injured or killed in a variety of ways, starting with very
mild depictions and leading up to the more extreme forms of
mayhem.  Eventually the subjects would be able to detach their
feelings, even when viewing the most horrible of films.  The
conditioning was most successful when applied to "passive-
aggressive" types, and most of these ended up being able to kill
without any regrets.  The prime indicator of violent tendencies
was the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory.

The potential assassins also underwent programming to create
prejudicial attitudes,in order that they would think of their future
enemies, especially the leaders of these countries, as sub-human.
They were presented with films and lectures that demeaned the
culture and habits of the people of the countries where it had
been decided they would be sent.

Dr Narut knew of two Navy programming centres:  the
Neuropsychiatric Laboratory in San Diego and the US Regional
Medical Center in Italy, where he worked.

After his NATO lecture, Dr Narut disappeared and could not
be located.  Within a week of so of the lecture, the Pentagon
issued an emphatic denial that the US Navy had "engaged in psy-
chological training or other types of train-
ing of personnel as assassins".  They dis-
avowed the programming centres in San
Diego and Naples and stated that they
were unable to locate Narut.  However,
they did provide confirmation that he was
a staff member of the US Regional
Medical Center in Naples.

Dr Alfred Zitani, an American delegate
to the Oslo conference, did verify Narut's
remarks, as published in the S u n d a y
Times.

Some time later, Dr Narut surfaced in
London and recanted his remarks, stating
that he was "talking in theoretical and not
practical terms".  Shortly thereafter, the
US Navy headquarters in London issued a
statement indicating that Dr Narut's
remarks at the NATO conference should
be discounted because he had "personal
problems".  Dr Narut never made any fur-
ther public statements about the program.

During the NATO conference in Oslo, Dr Narut had remarked
that the reason he was divulging the information was because he
believed it was coming out anyway.  The US Navy psychologist
was referring to a congressional subcommittee's disclosures,
which were then appearing in the press, concerning various CIA
assassination plots.  However, what Dr Narut had failed to realise
at the time was that the Navy's assassination plots were not des-
tined to be revealed to the public at that time. 
(Sources:  The Sunday Times , London, 16 January 1999;
endsecrecy@egroups.com)  

GENETIC FOOD SCARE SCIENTIST IS VINDICATED

The scientist who was publicly humiliated over claims that
genetically modified "Frankenstein" food may be harmful
has been proved right after all.  Hungarian-born Dr Arpad

Pusztai, a world expert in lectins, was stripped of his post at a
research institute in Scotland and was described as "muddled" by
his superiors after he referred to experiments in which rats had
been damaged when fed genetically altered potatoes.

But the Mail on Sunday has learned that rats did suffer shock-
ing internal damage, and that a leading pathologist who re-exam-
ined their remains has confirmed Dr Pusztai's findings. These
revelations will place a question mark over the future of Dr
Pusztai's former boss, Professor Philip James, who ousted him
from the research program and is now being tipped as head of the
Government's new Food Standards Agency, due to be formed in
April next year.

Dr Pusztai, 68, lost his job at the British Government–funded
Rowett Research Institute in Aberdeen, Scotland, after he told
Granada TV's World in Action of his studies.  He said he found it
"very, very unfair to use our fellow citizens as guinea pigs".  The
interview last August sparked a fierce debate on the potential
dangers of genetically engineered food.

Yet Dr Pusztai was discredited on the basis of getting his facts
badly confused by apparently referring to the wrong experiment.
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Professor James issued statements to the press, saying that Dr
Pusztai "would have to retire" because he'd "got it wrong" by
suggesting the rats in question had been fed potatoes modified
with genes from a bean—when, in fact, these particular experi-
ments had never been carried out.  The apparent mix-up, made
amid the glare of TV publicity, cost Dr Pusztai his reputation.

But Dr Pusztai had conducted other crucial experiments using
potatoes altered by another gene—and these tests demonstrated a
worst-case scenario.  The tests were carried out on rats that were
fed potato altered to carry a gene from snowdrops.  This enabled
the vegetable to make a chemical known as GNA lectin, which
would protect it from insect and worm damage.  However, the
effect was devastating.

Dr Pusztai's results—contained in a report to Professor James
and the Scottish Office—detail liver damage, even in rats fed
cooked genetically-modified potatoes for 10 days.  His findings
reveal that, in most animals, "highly significant changes"
occurred in the weights of some or most of the rats' vital organs
and that immune system organs, like the spleen and thymus,
were "frequently affected".

Dr Pusztai's conclusions have now been backed by more than
20 scientists from 13 countries, in a co-ordinated statement
issued in early February.  An independent analysis has been con-
ducted by consultant pathologist Dr Stanley Ewen, of Aberdeen
University, who examined the preserved rats' organs.  Neither Dr
Ewen nor Dr Pusztai will discuss their findings, though they may
make them public by late February. 

The doctors' conclusions are a setback for the multibillion-
pound biotechnology industry which is seeking licences world-
wide to grow high-volume crops that resist herbicides.  At the
start of the experiment, it was thought that snowdrop lectin was
unlikely to produce harmful effects, so it would have been con-
sidered suitable for commercial development.  But now the reve-
lations have thrown GM foods research into disarray.
(Source:  by Christopher Leake and Lorraine Fraser, The Mail On
Sunday, London, 31 Jan 1999; Nature, vol. 397, 18 Feb 1999; see
Rowett Research Institute website <www.rri.sari.ac.uk>)

LA NIÑA'S GLOBAL WEATHER EXTREMES

Camp Springs, Maryland, 23 February 1999 — This year's
La Niña is one of the strongest in the past 50 years,
according to scientists at the US National Weather

Service's Climate Prediction Center.  La Niña is the phenomenon
of cooler-than-normal sea surface temperatures in the tropical
Pacific Ocean, impacting on global weather patterns.  La Niña
conditions may last for as long as two years.

Forecasts show the present La Niña Pacific Ocean conditions
continuing through June 1999, with greater intensity possible
during the next few months.

This La Niña pattern began in May 1998.  A rapid cooling of
the near-equatorial waters in the central Pacific signalled the end
of the 1997–1998 El Niño and the beginnings of La Niña.

El Niño and La Niña are extreme phases of a naturally occur-
ring climate cycle referred to as El Niño/Southern Oscillation.
Both terms refer to large-scale changes in sea-surface tempera-
ture across the eastern tropical Pacific.

The strengthening La Niña influenced weather patterns that
sent Alaskan temperatures dipping to –74°F (–23.3°C) and wind
chills to –90°F (–32.2°C) in late January and early February.  It
has brought flooding and heavy snow to the American West,
warmth to the East, and extreme weather from South America to
Asia, according to National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) scientists.

"This La Niña provides the physical link between many of the
unusual weather patterns seen recently in far-flung parts of the
globe," said John Janowiak, a NOAA scientist. 

The global La Niña impacts include heavy rains, severe storms
and flooding in eastern Australia and southern Africa, drought in
Kenya and Tanzania, flooding in the Philippines and Indonesia,
and abnormal wetness in northern South America.  The same
regions suffered the opposite impacts during the 1997–1998 El
Niño pattern.

"While parts of Alaska have experienced severe cold, most of
the lower forty-eight states, especially those in the southern tier,
have enjoyed record-breaking warm temperatures," Janowiak

said.
The Alaskan cold snap can be blamed on

persistent winds bringing bitterly cold air
from north of the Arctic Circle, southward
to Alaska.  National Weather Service sci-
entists say this circulation pattern is fre-
quently associated with La Niña, which
usually results in colder-than-normal win-
ter weather over Alaska.  Forecasters pre-
dicted the below-normal winter tempera-
tures for Alaska as early as last September.

Scientists at the Climate Prediction
Center expect wetter-than-normal condi-
tions to continue through March over
Indonesia, northern Australia and southern
Africa.  Wetter-than-normal conditions are
likely to develop over northeastern Brazil
and continue through May. 
(Source:  Environment News Service
[ENS] © 1999, www.ens-news.com)
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